
1) It’s not Tyler Seguin [[seh-GAWN]] but this NHL player played for EHC Biel during the 2013 NHL
lockout. In 2009 this athlete was accused of punching a cab driver for not having 20 cents change.
This athlete lived with Pat Verbeek while playing for the Honeybaked AAA team. This player has
won 3 Stanley Cups, scoring the (*) overtime, series-winning goal in 2010 against the Flyers. This man is
the first American-born player to lead the NHL in points and in 2020 became the youngest 1,000 point
scorer in regular season play. For 10 points, name this right winger for the Chicago Blackhawks who, in
2016, won the Hart Trophy, Ted Lindsay Award, and Art Ross Trophy.
ANSWER: Patrick Kane <Brad>

2) In one episode of this show, Senator Brock Mercer introduces the main cast to Charles Wilkes at the
lake house. One woman steals $8 million dollars in one episode and is hired as a manager at the
Lickety Splitz strip club in another episode. (*) Gary Silverberg is killed in the first episode of this show
to send a message to Wendy not to leave Marty, when Marty moves to the titular location to launder money.
For 10 points, name this Netflix show, starring Laura Linney and Jason Bateman, named for a mountain
chain running through Missouri.
ANSWER: Ozark [Not “Ozarks,” sorry fam]  <Brad>

3) In his first appearance, this character is the boss of the Orange Ocean level and attempts to keep a
piece of the star rod from Nightmare. This character helps the primary protagonist defeat Dark
Mind after being rescued from a dark version of himself who catches him in the Amazing Mirror.
This character is widely considered to be the top character in (*) Smash Brothers Brawl, wearing the
dimensional cape and wielding a weapon called Galaxia. For 10 points, name this knight-like character who
offers Kirby a sword before their battles.
ANSWER: Meta Knight <Brad>

4) In the last year of this player’s career, he publicly promised rival Alonzo Mourning a kidney, but it
was not a close enough match. When TBS superimposed a graph of strengths for this player during
the draft, it only read, “are you kidding?” This player was traded to (*) Seattle for 2 1st round picks
and 6 players, but left after one year. This athlete was selected first in the first NBA lottery, and some have
speculated that David Stern refrigerated the envelope to make finding New York’s card easier. For 10
points, name this Hoya the Knicks’ all-time leading scorer.
ANSWER: Patrick Ewing [[“YOU”-wing]] <Brad>

5) In one song named for this drink, “Dre got some bitches from the city of Compton/To serve me, not
with a cherry on top.” Another song says “I want you all to myself because you’re” the metaphorical
type of this mixture; that song being (*) “Hands to Myself.” In that first song named for this drink, the
artist describes “rolling down the street, smoking indo,” a strain of marijuana that famously goes well with
this drink. For 10 points, name this drink made with Seagrams or Tanqueray, and fruit extract, according to
Snoop Dogg.
ANSWER: Gin and Juice <Brad>

6) A Swedish company named Middagsfrid is thought to be the first one of these services, and their
environmental impact has been questioned as many use sodium polyacrylate in their gel packs. An
Australian one of these services called Thr1ve partnered with (*) Deliveroo, and may be the first gluten
free version of these services. The “Last Mile” problem has restricted access to some of these services, that
include companies like Terra’s Kitchen, and Plated, that may soon account for 1% of food sales. For 10
points, name these home food services, like Blue Apron or HelloFresh.
ANSWER: Meal Kits [or Home Subscription Meal or equivalents] <Brad>



7) In The Young Indiana Jones, Indy attempts to do this action three times in “The Scandal of 1920.” In
Hey Arnold!, Arnold is confronted by Cecile for doing this action, just for her to be exposed at Helga
in disguise. In Third Rock from the Sun, Harry believes that he is attempting to do this thing, just to
find out that the girl does not (*) have a twin. In Community, Abed attempts to do this after Shirley and
Annie have a competition to find him someone for the dance. For 10 points, name this act when someone
has to come up with a bizarre string of excuses to get out of two romantic events in one night.
ANSWER: Going on dates with two different people at the same time [accept equivalents. Accept
“Going to the dance”….. Etc. Be lenient with these types of answers] <Brad>

8) Fredi Washington played this musician’s wife, a dancer who collapses on stage and dies due to a
heart condition, in the film Black and Tan. This figure played the uncredited “Pie-Eye,” a trumpeter,
in a film that he soundtracked for with Billy (*) Strayhorn. That film is Anatomy of a Murder. King
Oliver’s turning down of one gig led to this man’s namesake orchestra becoming the house band for the
Cotton Club. For 10 points, name this Jazz pianist whose band played “Take the A Train.”
ANSWER: Duke Ellington [Accept either]

9) As a 60 year old, this athlete came out of retirement to fight a Tampa native after ESPN’s segment
“Then and Now” ran a computer simulation that had him beating the reigning champ. This athlete
retired after 81 fights, 57 wins, with wins over 3 different previously undefeated fighters, including
Clubber Lang, and an unofficial win against (*) Tommy Gunn. This athlete wore gifted red, white, and
blue trunks for a match against “The Siberian Express,” Ivan Drago [[EE-vahn DRAH-goh]]. For 10 points,
name this athlete who lost a controversial bout in a 15 round split decision to Apollo Creed in a title 1975
film.
ANSWER: Rocky Balboa <Brad>

10) A short film with this name follows an aging musician who is captured by the rock and roll hating Dr.
Righteous. An album with this name includes a track where a being claims to have the heart of a
man, have boiling blood, and an IBM Brain. That track, Mr. (*) Roboto, is on an album with this name.
A phenomenon with this name supposedly convinced Hitler the title person was a high ranking spy for the
Allies. For 10 points, name this early meme popularized by American GIs [[GEE “EYES”]] graffitied on to
walls depicting a bald man above the title phrase.
ANSWER: Kilroy Was Here [prompt on “Kilroy” alone]

11) In this coach’s only televised 2020 game, his team won the Duel in the Desert 70-7 when Rachaad
White rushed for three touchdowns. This athlete scored the touchdown in the original “Miracle at
the Meadowlands,” inspiring modern kneel-down formations. In 2020, this coach named Marvin
Lewis his new defensive coordinator, after posting a losing record in his second year at a certain (*)
Pac-12 school. For 10 points, name this man who shouted “You play to win the game!,” a former ESPN
commentator coaching at Arizona State.
ANSWER: Herman Edwards [accept Herm Edwards] <Brad>

12) A girl in this film is teased by being called “Triple A,” as her promiscuity is compared to “Roadside
Assistance” by her peers. A “Malala” in this film means one member of the central pair must do
whatever the other person requests them to do. In this film, a drug sequence leads to the primary
pair imagining themselves as Barbie (*) dolls while at a murder mystery party. For 10 points, name this
film directed by Olivia Wilde about Amy and Molly trying to make the most out of their last night in high
school.



ANSWER: Booksmart

13) In “Can’t Stop Partying,” Rivers Cuomo says “Just Follow the Smoke/They’re bringing [this
libation.]” On “Primetime,” Jay-Z orders some of this drink but switches it to Ciroc [[seh-RAWK]]
“to give Puff's stocks a boost.” On “Monster,” Kanye instructs the listener to mix this drink with
Malibu shortly before rapping “Goddamn, Yeezy, how he hit 'em with a new (*) style?” In one song,
Lizzo sings that “you have to blame it on [this drink]/ gotta blame it on [her] Juice.” For 10 points, name
this vodka from France named for a species of waterfowl.
ANSWER: Grey Goose

14) These two critics appeared in one film as the Kalidah Critics, who shouted at people who would
attempt to cross an old bridge. After a performance by Steve Martin, one of these two critics says
“That was different,” while the other said “yeah, lousy but different.” One of these two critics
brought his wife (*) Astoria to an episode, and these two critics first united in the episode “Sex and
Violence.” These characters get the final comments in all but 4 episodes. For 10 points, name these
Muppets who sit in a balcony and often are critical of Fozzy Bear.
ANSWER: Statler and Waldorf <Brad>

15) Bigas Luna directed a film where Juani and her best friend Vina flee to this city in search of fame
and fortune. A film in this city, based on Cocteau’s The Human Voice, stars Pepa Marcos, an actor
who dubs foreign films, as she experiences the phenomenon of ataques nerviosos ah-TAH-kehs
nehr-VYOH-sah]]. In an early scene of the Bourne Ultimatum, an action sequence sees Bourne
venture through its (*) Atocha Station. Andalusian immigrants try to eke out a living in this city in Los
Golfos. For 10 points, name this center of Spanish film, also its capital.
ANSWER: Madrid

16) A 51 second title track by this band brags how a character was a fan of the Steelers ‘75 and later a
fan of the Redskins in ‘83. Bob Dylan settled out of court with this band for interpolating lyrics from
“Idiot Wind” on Blood on the Tracks. Another track by this band opens with “With a little love and
some tenderness,” and it is from the album Cracked Rear View. For 10 points, name this band fronted by
Darius Rucker with hit songs like “Hold My Hand” and “Only Want to Be With You.”
ANSWER: Hootie & the Blowfish

17) This game was first patented in 1947 but took two years to produce because of World War II-related
shortages. A modernized version of this game was sold in 2008, subtitled “Discover the Secrets,” with
changed backstories and rooms. This game was originally marketed as “The Great New (*) Sherlock
Holmes Game” in America but never included depictions of Holmes. One character in this game was
changed from Reverend Green because the Parker Brothers didn’t want to accuse a minister of murdering
Mr. Boddy. For 10 points, name this who-done-it board game that might include Colonel Mustard in the
ballroom with a lead pipe.
ANSWER: Clue <Brad>

18) First premiered at the Sarasota Film Festival, a film narrated by Shaq concerns this activity’s Life by
documentarian Amy Goldstein. The Coen Brothers wrote a film that fictionalized the invention of
this toy by a Tim Robbins character. Charles Panati records that people in England dislocated their
(*) backs performing an early form of this activity. This toy first marketed by Wham-O got its name from
British sailors while visiting the Hawaiian Islands. For 10 points, name these plastic tubes often spun
around one’s waist.



ANSWER: Hula Hoops [Accept Hooping]

19) This person was given a journal at the Bureau of Genetic Welfare, prompting them to shut down a
certain deadly chemistry project. When being tested for their greatest fear, this character is attacked
by a simulated flock of crows, and Jeanine Matthews orders this character to be killed. This
character leaves (*) Abnegation for Dauntless in a post-Apocalyptic Chicago, and is forced to kill Will
when their faction is put under a mind control serum. For 10 points, name this character who dates Four in
Veronica Roth’s Divergent Trilogy.
ANSWER: Tris (Or Beatrice) Prior (Prompt on “Prior”) <Brad>

20) A deceased member of this family was a silent partner in F-Note Records, a company, run by Hesh
Rabkin, that exploited black artists. Another member of this family is on a soccer team coached by
Don Hauser, who has sex with the underage Ally Vandermeed and is given a 50 inch TV to stay in
New Jersey. That member of this family is named (*) Meadow. A member of this family is a patron of
the psychologist Jennifer Melfi and is the reason she fled her practice at the end of Season 1. For 10 points,
name this mob family from an HBO series that includes members Johnny Boy and Tony.
ANSWER: The Sopranos



1) Come and listen to my bonus about a man named Jed/a poor bonus topic, barely kept his family fed/
And then one day a deadline brewed/And up through the ground come a bubblin’ crude. Bonus that is.
Black ink. For 10 points each;
[10] Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs recorded “The Ballad of Jed Clampett” as the theme song for this CBS
sitcom.
ANSWER: The Beverly Hillbillies
[10] Jed Clampett is the uncle of this dimwitted nephew who constantly brags about being top of his class
at Oxford. Elementary. Played by Max Baer, this character flirts constantly with Jane Hathaway.
ANSWER: Jethro Bodine
[10] The opposite of The Beverly Hillbillies is this TV show, about a city couple who move to farmlands for
some reason. Most of the humor derives from Lisa’s inability to fit into Hooterville.
ANSWER: Green Acres <Brad>

2) Name some of the most popular mobile games on the app store for 10 points each;
[10] This Supercell game lets players control villages that are mostly farms for dark elixir at higher levels.
This game, which lets you use P.E.K.K.A.s and dragons against walls, has netted about 9 billion dollars
since launch, as of the writing in like 2018 or something.
ANSWER: Clash of Clans
[10] This card-collecting game was originally titled Heroes of Warcraft. This game lost a lot of goodwill
releasing the Curse of Naxxramas, toppling the meta-game after players shelled out thousands on decks.
ANSWER: Hearthstone
[10] This 2010 game from Halfbrick ends if the user misses three of the titular objects, unless they use a
calligraphy brush. Zen mode allows users to rack up the highest score they can, in 90 seconds, without
bombs appearing.
ANSWER: Fruit Ninja <Brad>

3) Name some football coaches for their playing careers, for 10 points each;
[10] As a player, this former defensive back was present for the Kent State Massacre and took an English
class with Allison Krause. He has coached 44 consensus All-Americans, including Jerry Juedy and Mac
Jones.
ANSWER: Nick Saban
[10] Awkwardly, football may have been the third best sport for this former squash and lacrosse player for
Wesleyean who resigned as head coach of the Jets in 1999, in less than a day on the job.
ANSWER: Bill Belichick
[10] Despite injuries, this offensive guru set all-time program records at Delaware, with 8,214 passing
yards and 58 touchdown passes, breaking most of Rich Gannon’s records and holding them until Joe Flacco
came along. He’ll be fired in the next week.
ANSWER: Matt Nagy [[NAH-”gi”]]<Brad>

4) In 2014, this artist’s album Mandatory Fun became his first #1 album. For 10 points each;
[10] Name this artist whose most recent album includes tracks like “Handy,” “Jackson Park Express,” and
“Now That’s What I Call Polka.”
ANSWER: Weird Al Yankovic [accept either]
[10] This track, a parody of “Ridin’ Dirty,” featured Key and Peele, and described Al riding a segway,
editing Wikipedia, and playing D&D. No word about quiz bowl.
ANSWER: White & Nerdy



[10] This DJ brought Weird Al to national attention, and funded his first single, “Another One Rides the
Bus.” He earned his nickname for mostly playing weird, old records, and playing an absurd amount of
Frank Zappa.
ANSWER: Dr. Demento [or Barret “Barry” Hansen]<Brad>.

5) It’s almost time for lunch! Name some things about my upcoming lunch for 10 points each;
[10] This brand’s “lite” beer somehow advertises itself as colder, because some of the cans change color
when cold. Its “beerwolf” campaign helped turn Halloween into a drinking holiday.
ANSWER: Coors
[10] This brand gets its name from a supposed award it got at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. Often
referred to by 3 letters, established in Milwaukee, this beer is the favorite of hipsters and rednecks
everywhere.
ANSWER: Pabst Blue Ribbon
[10] This Victory Brewing Company product is a Belgian style with some banana flavors. On the can, the
titular creature sees, speaks, and hears no evil.
ANSWER: Golden Monkey <Brad>

6) Somehow the “Dragon Lady” stereotype still exists. For 10 points each:
[10] Corporal Jake Sully refers to Mo'at of the Na’vi clan as a “Dragon Lady” in this James Cameron film
ANSWER: Avatar
[10] This first Asian-American star portrayed the “Dragon Lady” archetype in many films. She starred as
Hui Fei in Shanghai Express and a Mongol Slave in the Douglas Fairbanks film The Thief of Baghdad.
ANSWER: Anna May Wong [Accept Wong Liu Tsong]
[10] Joan Chen played Wanrong in this Bernardo Bertolucci film about the final days of Puyi.
ANSWER: The Last Emperor

7) A sample of the song “The Thorn” in this song led to one artist suing the other for one million dollars. For
10 points each:
[10] Kendrick flawlessly uses a sample of a horn by jazz artist William Jones III in this song where he raps
the line “I'll pass the weed to the pastor/We all are sinners, won't you send us to bible study faster?”
ANSWER: “Rigamortis”
[10] That album, Section 8.0, ends with “HiiiPoWeR,” where Kendrick is having visions of this figure at
the beginning of the first verse. Kendrick says this activist “had a dream” in “Backseat Freestyle.”
ANSWER: Martin Luther King Jr. [Accept Either; I guess if they say “Kenrick Lamar” just prompt them
and say “Whose the other guy with a dream?”]
[10] This member of Black Hippie is given a namesake “Outro” on Section 8.0. This artist appears
alongside James Blake and Anderson .Paak in the song “Bloody Waters” from the Black Panther
soundtrack.
ANSWER: Ab-Soul

8) One of this film’s few instances of color include cross insignia being red on a Red Cross ambulance. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this highest grossest film of the 1920s that stars John Gilbert as an American soldier who falls in
love with a French woman named Melisande after noticing a mutual affinity for bubble gum.
ANSWER: The Big Parade
[10] The Big Parade is set during this conflict that occurred in the decade prior to the film’s release.
ANSWER: World War I [Accept The Great War]



[10] John Gilbert’s mother in The Big Parade was played by Claire MacDowell, who played the
protagonist’s mother in this silent film of the 20s based on a General Lew Wallace novel.
ANSWER: Ben Hur: A Tale of the Christ

9) Given a college’s leading scorer and rebounder since 1985, guess the college, for 10 points each;
[10] Jimmer Fredette and Kyle Collinsworth
ANSWER: Brigham Young University
[10] Don MacLean and Bill Walton, but only because Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was required by the NCAA to
play J.V. as a freshman.
ANSWER: University of California, Los Angeles
[10] Chris Clemons and Jonathan Rodriguez
ANSWER: Campbell <Brad>

10) Hitchcock’s Rope is the first film to simulate this technique on the big screen. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this technique that Oscar winning movies like Alejandro Iñárritu’s Birdman and more recently
Sam Mendes’ 1917 appear to have to the viewer due to clever editing.
ANSWER: They are One-Shot/They are a Continuous Shot [Accept other descriptions]
[10] The first film to use the continuous shot for a film is an adaptation of Macbeth from this nation.
Earlier, a director from this nation produced the film The Round-Up, set in the wake of the Lajos Kossuth
revolt of 1848 here.
ANSWER: Hungary
[10] Movies aren’t the only media to appear as a single-shot. This 2018 AAA video game with no camera
cuts or loading screens sees a protagonist assisted by his son Atreus as they traverse through Midgard.
ANSWER: God of War

11) Wouldn’t now be a great time for a bonus on The Office? Name the all-time leading scorers in World Cup
history, for 10 points each;
[10] In 2014, this German became the all-time leading scorer in World Cup history.
ANSWER: Miroslav Klose
[10] This man had previously held the record, playing in the 1998, 2002, and 2006 World Cups. He
shouldn’t be confused with a current Juventus player.
ANSWER: Ronaldo
[10] This striker is in third, behind those two. Playing in 1970 and 1974, this player, "Der Bomber,"
struggled publicly with alcoholism until he died from Alzheimers in 2021. Hurray for uplifting bonuses!
ANSWER: Gerd Müller <Brad>

12) The first of these places burns down during a run of the film The Firemen of Viggiù. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this place where films are censored by the priest Father Adelfio. This theater is where a young
Salvatore is hired as a projectionist in his teen years.
ANSWER: Nuovo Cinema Paradiso
[10] This subject of The Lolita Syndrome is censored by the priest since boys are coming to the theater to
see her naked. This French actress’s character of Juliette “was made to destroy men” in the film And God
Created Woman.
ANSWER: Brigitte Bardot
[10] The Cinema Paradiso is near this island’s city of Palermo. The Corleone family from The Godfather
are from this island.
ANSWER: Sicily



13) No, your little league team wasn’t the only one! Name some winless seasons in sports history for 10 points
each;
[10] A rugby team in this city scored 76 points, and gave up 1,400, in their disastrous 1908 campaign. A
team in this city has never been relegated from EPL, and currently stars guys like Alisson Becker.
ANSWER: Liverpool
[10] While 3 different Canadian Football teams have gone winless, this is the only one still extant. They
went 0-8 in 1938. They renamed themselves in 2021, to a more deer-like name
ANSWER: Edmonton Elks [accept either]
[10] This NFL team is the only one to ever go 0-16, doing so in 2008. They used the resulting first-overall
pick to nab Matthew Stafford and have won at least 2 games every year since.
ANSWER: Detroit Lions [accept either] <Brad>

14) This series’ protagonist gets dumped after she masturbates to a video of an Obama speech next to her
boyfriend in bed. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this series about the title woman who hooks up with someone called “The Arsehole Guy” in
episode 1. The protagonist of this series, played by Phoebe Waller-Bridge, tries to date a priest in Season 2.
ANSWER: Fleabag
[10] Fleabag’s Godmother is played by this actress, who won an Academy Award for her portrayal of
Queen Anne in The Favourite and was Hildegard Schmidt in the Murder on the Orient Express.
ANSWER: Olivia Coleman
[10] Her best friend, Boo, dies before the events of Fleabag in this manner after the title character sleeps
with her boyfriend. Natalie Portman does this to end her life in the film Closer.
ANSWER: Walking out into Traffic [Accept being Hit by a car or hit by a bike, then a car, and then
another Bike]

15) To hide her appearance in this film, the family cuts a girl named Yuri’s hair and they give her the new name
Lin, which she agrees is a cute name. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2018 Palme d’or winner about Osamu, a day laborer, who is helped by his non-biological
family in committing petty larceny to survive in Tokyo.
ANSWER: Shoplifters
[10] Shota talks about hard and soft varieties of things used in this activity while spending time with Asuma
in Shoplifters. After Yuri unplugs the sensor in a store, they steal two objects used in this activity in the
daytime.
ANSWER: Fishing
[10] Aki, who works at a hostess club, is believed by her parents to be living in this nation. In Lion, Saroo
moves to this nation’s city of Melbourne to study hospitality.
ANSWER: Australia

16) This artist claims her first album, Lovers, was a product of listening to a lot of Honne, Shura and Céline
Dion. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this pop artist who featured on the song “Boredom” from Flower Boy with Rex Orange County.
ANSWER: Anna of the North [or Anna Lotterud]
[10] Lovers’ fifth track with this name sees Anna say she’s “not the type of girl who gon' mess around on
ya.” A Canadian band with this name released a 2017 album with “Not My Baby” and earlier
released“Archie, Marry Me.”
ANSWER: “Always” [Accept Alvvays]
[10] Anna of the North is from this Scandinavian country whose best selling artist is a-ha.
ANSWER: Norway



17) This man once vlogged a video of his then girlfriend, Shiloh, having a seizure on the ground and claiming
she was faking it. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this reprehensible Youtube figure who killed his turtle by keeping it in a plastic bin while hot
out. He also was interviewed in November of 2019 by Chris Hansen after allegations of his child-grooming
came to light.
ANSWER: Onision [Accept Greg Jackson]
[10] Onision isn’t only a creep but is also a published author who wrote this book, his first, about the
troubled youth James. Some reviewers have called it “The Room of novels.”
ANSWER: Stones to Abbigale
[10] Onision’s most viewed video is him dressed as this fruit. In the olden times, one of these fruit dances
and sings “Peanut Butter Jelly Time.”
ANSWER: Banana

18) He released a mockumentary about the real-life takeover of Topps Trading Cards, purchased Portsmouth
Football Club, and funded the show Bojack Horseman. For 10 points each;
[10] Name this media magnate who, as CEO of Paramount Movie Studio, greenlighted Grease, Star Trek,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, and Footloose. In his best known job, he controversially fired Michael Ovitz.
ANSWER: Michael Eisner
[10] Michael Eisner is best known for being the CEO and Chairman of this company for 21 year. In that
capacity, he acquired ABC and ESPN for this company.
ANSWER: Walt Disney Company
[10] This Disney executive arranged Eisner’s ouster in the 2005 “Save Disney” campaign, similar to how
he had Ron Miller dismissed.
ANSWER: Roy Disney Jr. [prompt on “Disney”] <Brad>

19) This series has episodes titled “How did the Tamarin get its name” and "Who said ‘A happy family is but
an earlier heaven?’'' For 10 points each:
[10] Name this New Zealand program about a pub quiz team. It included Mac, Catherine, Brian, Michelle
and Emma, who often face and lose to the team with the abbreviation QTR.
ANSWER: Nothing Trivial
[10] A recurring premise is that all five members are unlucky in love, with the love interest of the teacher
Emma in one episode being a pub quiz whiz and electrician but who borrows her car to do this dubious act.
ANSWER: Robbery [Accept Burglary]
[10] Tandi Wright, who plays Catherine, had a guest role in this series starring Lucy Lawless as the title
Warrior Princess.
ANSWER: Xena: Warrior Princess

20) According to T. W. Rhys Davids’s translation of the Brahmajāla Sutta, there have been 16 classifications of
games that the Buddha wouldn’t play, as they were “cause for negligence.” Name three of them for 10
points each;
[10] The Buddha wouldn’t play games involving toy versions of these weapons. In some stories, these
weapons would have been used by Susan Pevensee and Ralph Payne.
ANSWER: Bows
[10] The Buddha wouldn’t play games involving these objects. Common modern games involving them
include Beetle and Kismet.
ANSWER: Dice



[10] The Buddha wouldn’t play a game involving drawing circles and avoiding them, perhaps a reference
to Pariharapatha, which would be most analogous to this common children’s game.
ANSWER: Hop-scotch <Brad>

21) This is Halloween, This is Halloween. Halloween. Halloween. Halloween. Halloween. Name some films
featuring Santa Claus for 10 points each;
[10] That chorus comes from this animated movie produced by Tim Burton. In this movie, Jack Skellington
attempts to take Santa’s place but doesn’t really do a good job.
ANSWER: The Nightmare Before Christmas
[10] In this famously bad 1964 cult classic, Voldar and Lomas kidnap Kringle, who takes the titular action
by bringing joy and cheer to the children of a far-away place.
ANSWER: Santa Claus Conquers the Martians
[10] In this 1984 horror flick, Billy Chapman watches Santa kill his parents. After some time in an
orphanage, of course, he becomes the Santa Serial Killer himself, because why not?
ANSWER: Silent Night, Deadly Night <Brad>

22) The Office certainly deserves some representation in this set so here it is. For 10 points each:
[10] The “Office Olympics” episode of The Office was directly inspired by a real life Office Olympics held
on this other Greg Daniels show on Fox set in Arlen, Texas.
ANSWER: King of the Hill
[10] Another connection between The Office and King of the Hill is that Paul Lieberstein wrote for both
series. Most viewers know him as this maligned HR rep at Dunder Mifflin who, at one point, goes to Costa
Rica.
ANSWER: Toby Flenderson
[10] Supposedly, Michael claims if he was in a room with these two people and Toby, he would shoot Toby
twice. ANSWER: Adolf Hitler and Osama Bin Laden


